Abstract-In radiology, as a result of the increased utilization of digital imaging modalities, such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), over a third of the images produced in a typical radiology department are currently in digital form, and this percentage is steadily increasing. Image compression provides a means for the economical storage and efficient transmission of these diagnostic pictures. The level of coding distortion that can be accepted for clinical diagnosis purposes is not yet well-defined.
I. INTRODUCTION DIGITAL diagnostic pictures are now used for an increasing number of imaging modalities including CT, MRI, nuclear medicine, ultrasound, and digital vascular imaging. In the near future it is likely that many standard radiographic images will also be available in digital form. Considerable interest in picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) was a result of the ever increasing number of digital diagnostic images. The quantities of image data are large [1]- [3] . Data compression techniques can be used to minimize, where possible, the burdens of storage and transmission. However, the data compression requirements for PACS are varied, and different solutions are likely to be required for different aspects of the problem. In general, algorithms for archival purposes, which require a minimum of time for decompression, are favored. In most situations it is not important how long it Manuscript received October 21, 1985 ; revised February 19, 1986 takes to compress an image for storage in the archive, but clinical image retrieval demands will often require prompt decompression. The new developments in optical and magnetic storage technology [4] , [5] are anticipated to help alleviate digital storage problems. These developments will reduce the storage cost per bit significantly. However, it is likely that, for the foreseeable future, significant cost savings will be realized by reducing the storage requirements through data compression. Data compression techniques can play an important role in digital image transmission, reducing the time required to move an image from one location to another, but the algorithms suitable for data transmission may be entirely different from those algorithms that are designed for archival purposes. Dunham et al. [6] reviewed the major classes of data compression with respect to their suitability for digital images in radiology.
In a PACS environment, noninvertible compression provides high compression factors (20: 1, 30: 1); but the distortion introduced by noninvertible compression has yet to be evaluated clinically for different classes of radiology images and diagnostic modalities. Noninvertible algorithms might seem unsuited to situations in which fine image detail is required for diagnosis and to situations in which the images become the object of later automatic computer processing. On the other hand, invertible compression provides perfect image reconstruction with low compression factors (2: 1, 4: 1). One may combine invertible and noninvertible procedures into one system, wherein the advantages of both high compression factors and perfect image reconstruction can be realized as follows. For archiving purposes, two types of data are generated. The first type is noninvertible compressed data. The second type is the mathematical difference between the imperfectly reconstructed image, from the first type of data, and the original image data before compression was applied. Elnahas [7] has shown that the sum of these two types of data results in compression factors ranging from 2: 1 to 4: 1 for CT and MRI pictures. For transmission purposes, the first type of data can be used to achieve high compression factors provided that the introduced distortion is acceptable. Should the distortion be unacceptable, the second type of data is transmitted such that perfect image reconstruction is obtained at the price of low compression factors. Therefore, efficient techniques for both invertible and noninvertible compression are needed 0278-0062/86/0600-0073$01.00 © 1986 IEEE for PACS. This is particularly desirable when the picture network is large and includes low-bandwidth channels for long-distance switched communication. For local environments, where the workstations are very close to the picture archive and direct communication using largebandwidth channels is affordable, noninvertible compression might not be necessary.
Progressive transmission of digital pictures permits the initial reconstruction of an approximate picture followed by a gradual improvement in the quality of image reconstruction [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The [12] has suggested another approach in which the transform samples are transmitted in the order of a zig-zag sampled pattern. This pattern determines the order of transmitting elements from a given subblock. The order of subblocks is not well defined for achieving reasonable gradual improvements in the quality of progressively reconstructed images. The bit-assignment matrices of the adaptive system of Chen and Smith [15] can provide a practical solution of this problem. The remainder of this section is devoted to the details of this solution when it is applied to digital diagnostic images.
A. Procedure First, we introduce some design constraints that will make the solution desirable from the standpoint of clinical diagnosis. In radiology, the level of coding distortion that can be accepted for diagnosis purposes is not yet well defined. What a radiologist actually needs is an image compression system from which he can control the quality of reconstructed images by reducing the level of distortion so that the proper clinical diagnoses can be made. Our design constraints are given by
where C is a constant for all i. That is, we assume a fixedlength transmission. Furthermore, we choose C = NL, which leads to XN = N2L. Therefore, N transform ele- ments, quantized at L bits/element, are transmitted at each intermediate step. The final step is the Nth step, and the accumulated number of transmitted bits XN to achieve the final image reconstruction is N2L. We emphasize that we progressively transmit the transform samples quantized at the full resolution of L bits/sample. The bit-assignment matrices of Chen and Smith [15] , where more bits are assigned to subblocks of the image high-activity regions and fewer bits are assigned to subblocks of the image lowactivity regions, are used only to tell in what order we transmit the transform samples. The mechanism of using the bit-assignment matrices for determining the order of transmission is best illustrated by an example. Consider the 4 x 4 low-frequency portions of the M x M bit-assignment matrices (see Fig. 2 ). Here, N, corresponds to the highest activity level, and N4 corresponds to the lowest activity level. The full resolution L is assumed to be 8 bits/pixel. In the first step of the progression, all of the dc samples at location (1, 1) are transmitted. In the second step, all elements at locations (1, 2), (2, 1) , and (2, 2) are transmitted from the highest activity level, and all elements at location (1, 2) are transmitted from the second activity level. In the third step, all elements at location (2, 1) are transmitted from the second level, and all elements at locations (1, 3), (2, 3), and (3, 1) are transmitted from the highest activity level. In the fourth step, all elements at location (3, 2) from the highest activity level, all elements at location (2, 2) from the second level, and all elements at locations (1, 2) and (2, 2) from the third level are transmitted. In the fifth step, all elements at locations (1, 4), (3, 3), and (4, 2) from the highest activity level and all elements at location (1, 3) from the second level are transmitted. The process is continued in the obvious manner for the remainder of the steps in the progression.
Therefore, for N = 256 and M = 16, the four bit-assignment matrices can be used to control the progressive transmission as follows. For each internediate step, a combination of four entries is chosen from the bit-assignment matrices. Each entry will determine the transmission of 64 transform-domain samples from one of the four classification groups of transform subblocks. Entries from the bit-assignment matrices are chosen as the largest entries at the ith step for all i. A tie-breaking rule is needed in the case of equality of two (or more) largest entries from two (or more) different matrices. As an example, consider the different possibilities of choosing a combination of four entries for the third step from the matrices given in Fig. 2 . The entry at location (2, 1) of N2 has the largest value of "7," and, therefore, it is one of the four needed entries. For the remaining three entries, we have different possibilities since there are seven largest entries at this point-namely, entries at locations (1,3), (2,3), (3,1), and (3, 2) from N,; an entry at location (2, 2) from N2; and entries at locations (1, 2) and (2, 2) from N3. All of these entries have the largest value of "6." Our tiebreaking rule was to choose entries at locations (1, 3), (2, 3), and (3, 1) from N1 as the remaining three entries for the third step in the progression. In other words, we gave the priority of transmission to elements from high-activity regions. By this tie-breaking rule, the quality of reconstruction of the high-activity regions will be improved in the early steps of the progression. Details of the low-activity regions will be added in later steps.
B. Simulation Fig. 3 demonstrates the simulation results of the above progressive transmission scheme when applied to the chest CT image of Fig. 4(d) . The first 48 picture approximations are shown in Fig. 3 with the first reconstruction at the upper-left comer. The quality is gradually improved from top to bottom in the first column of picture approximations. The progression is continued at the bottom picture of the second column and is improved from bottom to top in this case. The cycle is repeated every two columns of picture approximations in a cosine-like form. The relative quality of intermediate image approximations can be compared, and recognized as superior, to that of Knowlton [9] , Burt and Adelson [10] , or Takikawa [11] .
The compared image reconstructions should be at the same compression factor. For example, the relative quality of Knowlton's ninth approximation (compression factor of 64:1) should be compared to that of the bottom approximation of the first column in Fig. 3 , Knowlton's tenth approximation (32:1) should be compared to the top picture approximation of the second column, and so on.
C. Performance
Quantization of the transform coefficients prevents the perfect reconstruction of the transformed images. However, since the transform-domain samples are quantized at L bits/sample, the same intensity resolution as that of the input image, we can expect the sequence of interme- diate image approximations to converge into an almost perfect reconstruction of the input image. In other words, we claim that the subjective quality of the high-order image approximations will be the same as that of the input image, as shown in Fig. 4 . Quantitatively, Fig. 5 shows how the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) converges reasonably into a high value of 56. El and transmitted over the channel. In the second step, the RI-quantized samples are subtracted from the R2-quantized samples. The difference is entropy encoded by E2 and transmitted over the channel. At the receiver end, the recently received difference is entropy decoded by D2 and added to the previously decoded data. The result is then dequantized by Q2 and inverse transformed to obtain a reconstructed image. The process is repeated for higher code rates. If the quantizers are optimized in the sense of minimum mean squared error (MMSE), the intermediate reconstructions will be optimized in the same sense. In Fig. 8 we compare the subjective quality of intermediate image reconstructions to that of the previous section. The photo shown in Fig. 8(a) is from the scheme of the previous section, while that of Fig. 8(b) is from the optimal progressive coding scheme, both at a compression factor of 16:1. Now, even though the intermediate quantization and reconstruction are optimized in the MMSE sense, the intermediate transmission of data is not well-optimized. As an example, consider the second step in the progression with RI = 1 bit/pixel and R2 = 2 bits/ pixel. The simple difference between the R2-quantized samples and the RI-quantized samples will, in general, require more than 1 bit/pixel for transmission. In order to achieve optimal progressive transmission, the quantization scheme must provide an embedded code, that is, the transmitted bits corresponding to a lower bit rate must be contained within the code of a higher bit rate. We have examined both the uniform and nonuniform Max [16] Fig. 9 . The sequence of bits allocated to each coefficient can be read from the map at its corresponding location. For example, the bit-assignment sequence for the dc term, location (1, 1), is "4111 1000" while the sequence for the coefficient at location (1, 2) Fig. 10 shows the thresholds of 1-to 4-bit nonuniform Max quantizers, where, only the positive portions are shown since a symmetric probability density function has been assumed. The quantization procedure can be clearly explained by the binary tree representation of thresholds for a logarithmic search as shown in Fig. I1 . For each quantizer, the procedure starts at the root of the tree and advances one level down the tree for each additional hit assigned. If the quantizer input is greater than the threshold, a "1" is (1) t4 (2) t4 (3) t4 (4) t4 (5) ti ( ) t3 (1) t3 (2) t3 (3) 4-BIT T 1 -I-14(6) t4 (7) Fig . 10 . Thresholds of 1-to 4-bit nonuniform Max quantizers.
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t4 (0) t4 (1) t4 (2) t4 (3) 14 (4) t4 (5) t4 (6) t4 (7) Fig . ) t2 (-i) to (0) t2 (1) t3 ()3) t3 (-i) t3 (1) t3 (3) t4 (-6) t4 (-7) t4 ()5) t4 3) t4 (-1) t4 (1) t4 (3) t4 (5) transmitted, and the right branch of the node is followed to reach the next threshold to be compared. If the input is smaller than the threshold, opposite actions are taken. Now assume that the input marked as an "x" in Fig. 10 is to be quantized sequentially by the quantizers. Referring to Figs. 10 and 11, we can find that the output codes for the 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-bit quantizers are "'1,'" "'11,'" ' 101," and "'1011, " respectively. Therefore, the nonuniform Max quantizer is not embedded since " 11 " is not included in " 101. " Similarly, we can show that the uniform Max quantizer is also not embedded.
t2 (1) and t4(4) with t3(2), t4(2) with t3 (1), and t4(6) with t3(3). Fig. 12 shows the threshold-aligned quantizers. The effect of aligning the thresholds in Fig. 10 is equivalent to that of overlaying the binary trees in Fig. 11 . There are two major issues that we have to deal with while designing the threshold-aligned quantizers. First, we have to choose a quantizer as a reference. Examining the optimal quantizers designed for Gaussian and Laplacian sources [16] , [18] , [19] , we find that the magnitudes of thresholds to be aligned are increasing with the number of output levels of the quantizers. If we choose the 2-bit quantizer as the reference, the threshold-aligned 8-bit quantizer will suffer significant degradation. The reverse is also true. A compromise solution is to choose the 4-or 5-bit quantizer as the reference so that the 2-and 8-bit quantizers will suffer mild degradations. Second, we have to find the optimal finer thresholds and reconstructed values for quantizers with higher resolution than the reference and the optimal reconstructed values for quantizers with lower resolution than the reference. For example, if the 3-bit quantizer is chosen as the reference, we should align t2(1) with t3(2) and find an optimal reconstructed value for each interval partitioned by the aligned thresholds for the 2-bit quantizer. For the 4-bit quantizer, we should align t4(2) with t3(l), t4(4) with t3(2), and t4(6) with t3(3). Then we have to find the optimal finer thresholds t4(1), t4(3), t4(5), and t4 (7) and an optimal reconstructed value for each interval specified by a pair of thresholds. In other words, for those quantizers with higher resolution than the reference, we have to solve for an optimal finer threshold t,, and a pair of optimal reconstructed values xl and xu for each pair of aligned thresholds (tl, tj such that the mean squared quantization
However, we can modify the quantizers by aligning their thresholds, linked with dashes in Fig. 10 , to the same levels to achieve the embedding property. For example, we can fix the thresholds for the 3-bit quantizer and align (5) is minimized, where p(x) is the probability density function (pdf) of x. Following the same derivations used by Max [16] , we obtain a set of equations as sufficient conditions to minimize the MSQE For most pdf's, it is not easy to solve (6)- (8) Ngan [12] , where the transmission starts with the lower frequency coefficient and continues on to the high-order frequency by following a zig-zag pattern, was also simulated for block sizes of 16 x 16 and 32 x 32. The 8-bit nonuniform Max quantizer is used in the simulation for the zig-zag sampled scheme. The SNR's of the two schemes are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. It is clearly shown in the figures that the bit-sliced approach is superior to the zig-zag sampled approach through almost the entire course of progression. The efficiency of the bitsliced approach in terms of the bit rate required to achieve a certain SNR value is about twice as good as the zig-zag sampled approach for bit rates less than 4 bits per pixel. When the accumulated bit rate reaches 8 bits per pixel, both systems assign a full 8 bits to each coefficient. In this case, the zig-zag sampled approach should outperform the bit-sliced approach since the former uses an optimal quantizer while the latter uses a suboptimal quantizer. As we pointed out in Tables I and II, 
IV. APPLICATION TO ELECTRONIC RADIOLOGY
In radiology, as a result of the increased utilization of digital imaging modalities, such as CT and MRI, over a third of the images produced in a typical radiology department are currently in digital form, and this percentage is steadily increasing [3] . New commercial offerings make it possible to routinely digitize film images for clinical use [20] , and radiology equipment manufacturers are developing products that will produce "standard" examinations, such as chest and bone images. in digital form [2] .
This infusion of digital image sources is occurring at a time when significant new technical developments in the field of digital storage and transmission are close at hand, and this has stimulated planning for the development of picture archiving and communication systems that are capable of transmitting, storing, processing, and displaying radiologic image data [211, [22] . There are important economic and medical reasons for this trend. Studies show that significant cost benefits can result from electronic storage of medical images [2] , and it is anticipated that the instantaneous, reliable electronic distribution of radiology images to the appropriate clinical decision-making area will expedite the delivery of quality medical care.
The problem of storage cost has impeded the development of a comprehensive electronic image archive. New developments in storage technology, both optical [4] and magnetic [5] , promise a potential solution. It has been estimated [1] that a large radiology department requires an archive capacity of no more than 0.5 to 2 x 1013 bits per year, a requirement that could be reduced through data compression [7] .
Image presentation is an important aspect in electronic radiology. Traditionally, films for critical care patients are kept in the radiology department on one of several multiviewers with rotating panels. Electronic multiviewers have been developed [23] to electronically simulate traditional multiviewing environments. Progressive transmission of digital pictures can play a key role in developing efficient schemes of image transmission and presentation. A radiologist will have a means to quickly browse through many remotely stored picture panels. As soon as the desired picture panel is recognized, more panel detail can be progressively transmitted until a particular image within the panel is determined. Next Fig. 15 . The first three approximations are depicted in Fig. 16 . At this level of picture detail, it could be possible to make a decision on which particular images within the panel should be transmitted with sufficient fidelity to make diagnosis possible. Anticipatory paging of image data may improve, where possible, the performance of image transmission at high resolution. Utilizing a priori information, the local station can start prefetching compressed images to the local disk whenever the traffic on the picture network allows such a prefetching transmission of data. In this case, the compression techniques discussed herein will improve the latency; the time required to access the data from the local disk.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The concept of progressive transmission presents a technical solution to the clinical suitability of imperfect reconstruction from encoded digital diagnostic pictures. It allows the subjective quality to be progressively improved so that proper diagnoses are possible. The greatest value will be in situations where the picture panels are displayed at remote workstations after transmission over low-bandwidth channels such as telephone lines. Transform coding techniques provide an efficient means for achieving progressive transmission of digital pictures. The relative quality of intermediate image approximations from transform-domain coding is superior to that of spatial-domain coding. An improvement of about 10 dB is achieved for a compression factor of 256:1. The improvement is as high as 17.5 dB for a compression factor of 8:1. The SNR converges reasonably into a high value of 56.5 dB as a function of the order of image approximation. This assures that the sequence of intermediate image approximations converges into an almost perfect reconstruction of the input image.
The ability to optimize the different modules of a coding system is actually why transform coding techniques have a potential promise in achieving more efficient schemes for the progressive transmission of pictures. The bit-sliced progressive transmission has been shown to be more efficient in delivering image quality than the zig-zag sampled approach. The SNR's shown in Figs. 13 and 14 indicate that the bit-sliced approach is about twice as efficient as the zig-zag sampled approach. We conjecture that incorporating a human visual model [241, [251 with the progressive coding system is a way to match the objective quality with the subjective quality and will achieve more efficient coding subjectively. Complexity of the threshold-aligned quantizers is suitable for hardware implementation. Other points for future investigation include optimal entropy coding and algorithms for efficient inverse transform of the sparse matrices corresponding to the progressive reconstructions of pictures.
